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President’s Comments—February 2019
Behind the Lens with Mike King

“It’s all about the Light”
Before the camera, man has wanted to record
and capture images. From the simple beginnings the important element was light. It has
always been a challenge of how to take that
light and manage it so that the subject is illuminated and focused and made into a recorded image. Many processes and evolutions and
inventions over the decades have improved
the way to capture and make a photograph. It
is still “light” that is the magic ingredient that
can capture that moment or subject or expression and make an ordinary photo into a work
of art. Light is Life. Light is defining. Light is
Photography.
One time, I was challenged to shoot a piece of
coal and an egg in one scene. The objective
was to light the scene so that the coal was
black and the egg white. With lots of variables
in exposure, light and practice, I was able to
make that challenge and win the contest. I
must say, it was a good exercise in learning
about light. As photographers we learn to use
the light, be it natural or manmade, to illuminate our subjects so that they become more
than images. The early morning light filtering
through the layers of dew rising from the
fields. Mid-day harsh sunlight, difficult at best,
using a diffuser or finding open shade and reflector to work to your advantage. And the
“Golden Hour” in the afternoon with the
warmth of sunlight allowing us to use our
skills to capture images for those good feelings they give us. It is all about the light. The
most expensive camera or the best experi-

enced photographer can only do so much to
add to what nature gives us if we are patient.
One moment before or one hour later can
make all the difference. Many times, I have
had the thought, driven to the location and
only to get there minutes after the peak opportunity. Just not the same without the
“light”. There are tools as photographers that
can help. We can use reflector boards to add
light on the subjects. When shooting in harsh
mid-day light, using a gobo, scrim or material
to diffuse or soften or even out the light.
Shoot in open shade and use fill flash with
diffusion. Adjust the Aperture or use exposure
compensation. In today’s digital world, we can
even use editing on the image to add, subtract
and modify the image for correction.
My challenge to you. Try taking some photos
in those adverse conditions and try some of
the tools we have to improve the photo and
work with the light. Try some Backlight correction using the +/- setting on your camera. This
setting will add, expose, and compensate for
the backlight. When in harsh light, move your
subject so that it is backlit and use either exposure compensation or even better fill flash.
With the modern camera fill flash is easy and
gives great results. Just remember, “It’s all
about the Light”.
Mike King
APC President
Mking0379@gmail.com
336-260-0379
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Alamance Photography Club
Annual dues for 2019
Individual = $40.00

Family = $60.00

Student = $15.00
Payable by check* or Cash at future meetings.
*Members who wish to pay their dues by mail with a check may pick up
from the Treasurer a self-addressed envelope at the meetings. Note: If
dues are paid by a bank automatic check, be sure to pick up information
regarding the recent change of address for the Treasurer.

Member’s Name will be removed from membership
Roster for Non-payment of dues after
February 19, 2019
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February 18th, 2019 Program

What Makes a Good Bird Photograph
by Don Wuori
Don Wuori, one of the earliest Carolinas’ Nature Photographers Association (CNPA) presidents, has been actively
photographing nature for over 35 years.
Over those years, he developed a major interest in Bird
Photography, which is now his and his wife Joanne’s passion. Don’s images have appeared in a variety of publications, and he has won national, statewide and local contests with his work – largely with images of birds. Don
has also been sharing some of the things he has learned
with photography groups via his talks. His presentation
“Doing the Previously Unimaginable – My Changing Perspective On Bird Photography” will
cover the basics of bird photography, but also get into more advanced concepts. The talk is
then designed to appeal to photographers at all levels of expertise, who are interested in
photographing birds.

Outdoor Photography Tips
from Adventurer Chris Burkard
 Find what inspires you. Then shoot it.

 Study black and white photography.

 Simple moments make best photographs.

 Compose shots to lead your eye.

 Use natural lighting.

 Framing is key. Use branches, twigs, trees to frame photographs.

 Know why you are taking the photo.

 Spark an interest.
 Study the moments in between. Build the story. Tell the
story. Candid moments are as important as planned
pictures.
 Capture reactions of people around you. Tell the story
through people.
 What is the most significant part of the scene? Take a
step back and observe.
 Good lighting is in the eye of the beholder.

 Challenge yourself to find new angles.
 Great photos: composition, light, depth, contrast and
MOJO!
 Be prepared. Research your scene. Study your subjects,
landscape and environments.
 Develop your style.
 Translate your style into a variety of photography
(landscape, action, portrait, outdoor, black and white).
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Membership Memo
By: Carole Barnard
Just like I predicted, our new year has started off with a bang!
Our first meeting of the year was a PhotoShow which entailed online voting by
members to select the three winning photographs and the three runners-up.
The presentation of this show was certainly very well done and the follow-up
comments were positive and complimentary.
We had a good member turnout for the meeting plus Stan Moss, one of our
presenters last year, attended and indicated he may become a member. Gary
Wagner, a guest, made it to our meeting just as it started and he also is interested in becoming a member. He saw the article in the Burlington Times-News
so this proves our publicity counts.
Some members paid their annual dues at this meeting; however, we have several that have not paid. Please be reminded that if dues are not paid by our
February 18th meeting, your name will be removed from the club roster. As
stated before, if you were unable to attend the January meeting, please mail
your check to our Treasurer:
Nancy Jacobus
3107 William Penn Court
Burlington, NC 27215
Single membership dues are $40 and family membership is $60
We look forward to our next presentation on bird photography. There is a
Burlington Bird Club here so we anticipate having guests arrive to enjoy the
program.
Carole Barnard, Membership Chair

Attention Please!!
 I hope you are enjoying learning more about our members through our Club Members
Gallery. It’s a great learning opportunity for us. At the same time, it enables the rest of
us to learn more about YOU. If you are interested in participating in the “gallery”, let
me know. Your brief “bio” and a few of your favorite photos representing your photographic interests are all that’s needed. Would love to hear from you at: raymunns@bellsouth.net.
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Club Members Gallery

Still Much to Learn After All These Years
By George W. Siple
I grew up in a time of slow film and blue flash bulbs. I can
still recall my father taking forever to compose and snap a
photo—a habit that I adopted for many years (my wife
would say I still do). My first camera was a Kodak Instamatic which I carried everywhere during my senior year in
high school as an exchange student in northern Norway.
Point-and-shoot was so simple, and I just wanted to record
my experiences: indoors, outdoors, people, places. It expanded my horizons and gave me an appreciation for travel. The photos were a side benefit and a way to spark memories.
After I finished graduate school and started my first real full-time job, with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency lab in Las Vegas, one of the first major purchases I made with an early
paycheck was a single lens reflex camera (that and a stereo hi-fi were my major “wants”). Over
time, I added various lenses, filters, and other accoutrements to accommodate my photographic
interests. Initially, I shot mostly with Kodachrome 64 film for slides or sometimes prints. Eventually, I tried ASA 400 film and infrared film, which proved interesting. After June and I were married, I hauled that camera and equipment in a well worn shoulder bag on all kinds of vacations—
I’m not sure my shoulder has ever recovered.
Eventually, my first SLR was consigned to the closet as I moved on to a video camera for those
family vacations. Sad to say I don’t even remember the brand of that camera, even though I held
onto it for almost 40 years before finally letting go.
My first foray into the digital SLR world was with a Sony DSC T7, one of those credit card-sized
cameras that had, what was for me, a dizzying array of controls. Frankly, I tended to ignore many
of those controls, and my photos reflected that ignorance. The beauty was that, regardless of my
laziness, the camera still took some pretty decent photos—and it fit in my shirt pocket.
After moving on briefly to a Sony DSC H200 DSLR, I purchased a Nikon D3200, an entry level “kit”
DSLR which is still my main workhorse. A couple of years ago I added a macro lens (Nikkor 40
mm 1:2.8G), and after taking a short course on macro photography, this has become one of my
main interests. This past Christmas, my wife got me a super telephoto zoom lens (Sigma 150 –
600 mm F5 - 6.3 DG OS HSM), which I’m still learning about but is opening up new avenues in my
interest in wildlife. I am hopeful that as we work our slow way through our bucket list (trips to
the Galapagos and the mule ride to the bottom of the Grand Canyon already in the bag), my photography will inexorably improve—if nothing else, I’m an optimist.
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Club Members Gallery . . . Continued

Photos By George
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Member Pics

Winter Photos by Keith O’Leary

Photo by Keith O’Leary

Recent Super Blood Wolf Moon
By Hugh Comfort

Snow Fall by Herbert House

Eclipse by Bob Finley
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How to Photograph Weather
By Anne McKinnell
Welcome to another instalment of “Great Subjects”! Today we’ll discuss how to photograph weather and make the most of snow, rain, fog, clouds, wind and even sun.
Outdoor photography is highly dependent on the weather, which can often be a little bit
unpredictable. Depending on where you live, you might be enjoying sunshine on the
snowy streets, enduring a storm, sloshing through rain puddles, or basking in the heat of
the desert.

Every great landscape photographer needs to know how to make the best of any type of
weather. After all, photography is less about the subject itself, and more about the light it’s
seen in.
In fact, bad weather can create some of the most beautiful lighting, imbuing your images
with a unique sense of energy. Plus, if you’re out shooting while everyone else holes up inside, you’ll be photographing scenes that nobody else even sees, let alone captures.

Snow and Ice
The first thing to know about
snow is that you’ll have to increase your exposure higher
than what your camera’s light
meter thinks is correct. The intense whiteness will invariably
fool the light meter, which will
try to compensate by underexposing the image, turning your
snow a muddy grey. Use your
exposure compensation to
overexpose the picture by a stop or two. Shooting in RAW format will also allow you to adjust your tones in post-processing.
When snow blankets the world in white, you lose a lot of the contrast that makes a photo
interesting. Try to seek out dark subjects and backgrounds that offer contrast to your
snowy scene. Even a clear blue sky looks great against the white snow.
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How to Photograph Weather . . . Continued
If you’re trying to emphasize the gentle loveliness of snowfall, use a longer lens with a
wide aperture to create a shallow depth of field which makes your foreground and background appear velvety soft, as the fuzzy flakes drift around.
For starker images, the sharpness of a small aperture will emphasize the cold rigidity of the
season, and a wide-angle lens will feel less intimate, having a more distant and objective
eye. And remember that a slow shutter speed will blur the snow’s descent, while a fast
one will freeze it mid-air (no pun intended).
Another technique to try in
the snow is to photograph in
the early morning and late
afternoon, when the lowhanging sun is casting deep
shadows over the texture of
the landscape.
Ice is another alternative for
cold climates. The patterns of
icicles hanging in a row, bubbles in the ice on a pond, or
small plants poking through the ice are all great subjects for conveying a cold feeling.

Rain
Where I’m from in the Pacific Northwest, rain is one of the main features of our weather
systems. Most people say that the world looks completely different in the rain, but we say
that it looks completely different in the sunshine. Either way you phrase it, rain and sun
are like night and day – they each make us see a place differently, and bring out different
aspects of it that you may not notice in other conditions.
Just take a look at the difference between these two images on the following page, made
only a day apart in Glacier National Park in Montana:
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How to Photograph Weather . . . Continued

With a good waterproof jacket, waterproof shoes, and a protective rain sleeve for your
camera, try getting out and capturing the emotion that rain creates. Capture that dreary,
grey, feeling!

If you really don’t want to be out in it, try shooting from a covered position – under patios
and awnings, and inside cars and buildings make great vantage points. People are scarce in
the rain, so you can take advantage of empty spaces that would otherwise be filled with
crowds. Shoot towards a light to bring out the shine refracting through every falling drop.
Just like with snow, the shutter speed you choose will either blur or freeze the water’s motion, and a large aperture will separate the rain from the rest of the picture.
If fortune smiles on you, the moment
just after a rainfall is wonderful, imbued with rich colors, gorgeous reflections, and maybe even a rainbow
if you’re really lucky. The drops lingering on flowers and leaves make
great macro shot opportunities.
You may have noticed that after a
rainfall, colors are much more saturated. As the sun begins to shine on
the drenched landscape, its surface twinkles in the light. There can be a lot of glare at this
time so use a polarizing filter to cut down on unwanted glare while at the same time enhancing the appearance of the clouds in the sky.
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How to Photograph Weather . . . Continued

Clouds
If you don’t photograph the rain itself, don’t let those beautiful clouds pass you by!
Dark clouds are extremely dramatic, and at any moment they can part slightly and bathe
the scene in heavenly beams of sunlight. Even if you don’t have a great landscape scene to
photograph, you can always just photograph the clouds.

Remember to use a polarizing filter when you want to emphasize clouds.

Wind
When it’s windy outside, you’ll have to take
into account the increased movement
within your scene, and how that affects
your shutter speed. Again, if you want to
freeze the motion, you’ll have to use a fast
shutter speed. Sometimes the very position
of trees, people, and other movable subjects can imply movement quite clearly.
The use of a slower shutter speed, though,
actually helps to convey the movement taking place.
Be aware of your equipment in a wind storm. A good gust can knock a tripod right over,
and even blow away some lighter-weight accessories. Goodbye lens cap! Always weigh
your things down or keep them tucked away and protected.
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How to Photograph Weather . . . Continued

Fog
The tiny floating water particles that make up fog scatter the sun’s light, creating a soft, hazy atmosphere with low contrast and no shadows. This will make the light level very low so
you’ll need to use longer shutter speeds and/or wider apertures to get a good exposure.
The refracting light can confuse the camera’s light meter, too, which will tend to underexpose in reaction. Just like photographing in the snow, you’ll need to compensate by turning
your exposure up a stop or two.
Fog is wonderful for creating an ethereal or obscured effect, isolating foreground from background in a similar
way as a shallow depth of field. Fog is
great for emphasizing distance and
space.
Wonderful compositions can also be
made when beams of light shine
through fog.

Sun
I feel a little guilty here enjoying the sunshine in the American Southwest while writing
about bad weather conditions. But sunshine is weather too and I don’t want to exclude anyone who is also enjoying good weather at this time of year.
After what we’ve already talked about in this lesson, you might realize that making compelling images can be more difficult when there is not a cloud in the sky. What do you do
then?
My favorite way to take advantage of sunny days in winter is to appreciate the short days
by going out and photographing sunrise more often. It’s really a lot easier to photograph
sunrise when it happens at 7:15am than when it happens at 4:30am! When the sky is perfectly clear, the most beautiful soft pastel colors fill the sky just before the sun rises above
the horizon.
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How to Photograph Weather . . . Continued

Another way to convey a bright sunny day is include the sun in the frame.
Remember if the sun is in your frame, it can harm your eyes to look in the viewfinder! This
is a perfect time to use your LCD screen when creating your composition. Use a small aperture like f/22 to create the sunburst effect.

Understanding Light
I have an exercise for you that will help you with this lesson on photographing weather. It
will have a lasting impact on your understanding of light, how weather affects light, and
how light affects your scene. In fact, you can do this exercise for months if you want. You’ll
keep learning from it the more you do it.
Here it is: you take the exact same photo over and over again under different lighting conditions. Don’t worry about whether the photo is the most fascinating scene or the best
composition. You’re probably not going to share these with anybody. They are just for you
to learn about light. Pick something that’s right outside your front door and make the
same photo every day, at different times of day, when it rains, when it snows, when it’s
sunny, when it’s grey, in the morning, and even at night.
After a while, you’ll start to notice little differences, and those little differences will affect
your understanding of light so much that it will impact every photograph you make.
So go out and make that photo – whatever the weather! Don’t wait for the weather conditions to be perfect, or even good, just go out right now and photograph something. Then
photograph the same thing the next day and the next.
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How to Photograph Weather . . . Continued

Emphasizing Mood
Now that you’ve come to appreciate the profound effect that weather has on the atmosphere of a place, and a photograph, I want you to think about using various camera techniques to emphasize that particular atmosphere or mood.

For example, if your location feels gentle
and romantic, try to convey that feeling
in your photograph. You can emphasize
the romantic feeling by making your photo appear soft. Use a shallow depth of
field, a slow shutter speed, or even reduce the clarity in post processing.

If you find winter cold, wet, and dreary, try for muted colors, and low contrast. You could even add a bit of motion
blur to create the effect of people moving quickly to escape
the weather.
For an icy crispness, use fast shutter speeds, high contrast, a
cool white balance, and smaller apertures to increase
sharpness.
Try to think of other creative ways to emphasize the mood
you’re trying to convey – you could use props, particular
types of subjects, or specific locations. Most importantly,
make sure you are photographing at the right time of day to
give your scene the perfect light to convey the mood.
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Using Layers and Foreground Interest for Better
Landscape Photography
By Mark C Hughes
Have you ever been travelling, come upon a breathtaking vista, and taken a photograph only to find your
representation to be a poor record of the view you remember? Welcome to the wonderful world of landscape photography! Capturing that breathtaking view in a photograph is not quite as easy as it looks.
Luckily, with a few simple strategies, you can significantly improve chances of getting better images. Read
on and follow these tips for using layers and foreground to take your photos to the next level.

Do your images capture what you saw?
As is the case with any type of photography, great subjects (people or places) always help make better
photographs. However, just because a vista is spectacular or the light is gorgeous does not guarantee
that your photographs will turn out that way.
Why? What is going on?

The Problem
Basically, the problem lies in creating composition from the vistas as they are presented. Many tourist
views are interesting because of scale or the unusual nature of the location. To make a good image you
need to create interest and capture that sense of scale. As you travel through scenic areas around the
world, those locations that are the easiest to access don’t necessarily make the best landscape photographs. Being high or adjacent to the road may create a great viewpoint but it often doesn’t lend itself to
a great two-dimensional representation (photography) of a three-dimensional object (the world and the
view in front of you).
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Using Layers and Foreground Interest for Better Landscape Photography . . . Continued

Going one step further, many beginners will look at landscape images from other photographers and instinctively like some and not others. They will often have difficulty articu-

lating why they prefer one image over another. Understanding composition and layering
will help you make more interesting images and get a better appreciation of why you enjoy
certain landscape photographs.

The Solutions
The best way to understand these concepts is to
break your image down into a few simple pieces
when approaching a scene you want to photograph,
and then put them all together in the final photograph. Let’s start with scene scouting and composition before you worry about your camera settings.
Choose your subject
As part of your location scouting, before you set up
to take an image, take some time to think about
what you are looking at before you are ready take
your camera out of the bag. Decide on the subject
matter you are interested in making into a photograph. Figure out what part of it you found interesting – it could be something close, like a lake, or
something far away, like a mountain.
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Using Layers and Foreground Interest for Better Landscape Photography . . . Continued
Shoot when the light is best
Next, try to make sure you are taking the image when the sun is low in the sky. This is not
always an option when you are travelling and it is raining or you only have time during the
middle of the day. The wrong time of day (i.e. midday) will significantly limit the impact of
your photographs. It is almost always essential to shoot landscape images during golden
hour (right after sunrise or just before sunset).

The only exceptions are when the sky is overcast or if you are in the mountains. If the sky
is overcast it will extend your shooting time but simultaneously makes getting good images
harder because the sky is not interesting.
When you are in a mountain range, the mountains are often big enough to interfere with
the lighting on your subject as shadows from mountains will get in the way. This means
you have to shoot later in the day. In general, shooting during the golden hour will create
interesting shadows and great quality of light.
Think in terms of layers
Once you have your subject selected and have picked an appropriate time of day, the next
step is to think about layers. Add an object or objects of interest in front of your subject,
and include it in the composition of your image. This will often mean using your feet to get
into a better position.
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Using Layers and Foreground Interest for Better Landscape Photography . . . Continued
What is meant by layering composition or objects of interest?
Good landscape photos have layers
or objects in the foreground (close
to you), middle ground (medium distance from the camera), and background (farthest away). This will
help prevent your images from looking flat. These layers form elements
that draw the viewer’s eyes and create depth in your photo.
It’s even better if the foreground
leads into the background (maybe a river or a line of trees). Some objects, like people, can
create a sense of scale. This is particularly important when you are looking at large vistas.
For example, a massive cliff will provide no sense of scale without someone or something
of a recognizable size in the field of view.
What makes a good foreground layer?
What kinds of things can you use to create these layered elements? For the background,
distant mountains or hills can do the trick. For the middle layer, look for tree lines, intermediate distance hills, clusters of objects, rivers, or lakes. If you have open water such as a
lake in the foreground, lowering your perspective, may
allow you to see a reflection of your subject that can create additional interest.
Finally, for the front layer, any isolated object in the foreground can function for this purpose. It could be a rock, a
cluster of grass, or even a person. The object in the foreground creates weight and balances the image. These
should all be placed in the field of view to divide up your
image and create interest. You get extra credit for atmospheric effects like fog, mist or haze. Remember you can
introduce a subject in the foreground, or get lower to the
ground to make something small look bigger.
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Using Layers and Foreground Interest for Better Landscape Photography . . . Continued

Get ready to shoot
Okay, now that you have scouted your subject, planned your layers, and have positioned
yourself you can grab your camera. Choose a lens that gives an appropriate field of view,
remembering that really wide angle lenses don’t necessarily work for distant objects in
landscapes because they tend to make them appear very small.
Compose your image well
With your camera and lens selection in hand, you need to compose the image in your
frame. It is easiest to remember and implement the Rule of Thirds with layers at the thirds.
Most modern cameras can be configured to have a grid with lines that divide the screen
into nine squares (two horizontal lines and two vertical lines). Where these lines intersect
is where you should put the object(s) of interest, or the layers.
For example, placing the horizon on one of these lines is
great. Having the sunrise positioned on one of the intersections of the lines is even better. If the sky is really interesting, put the horizon on the bottom third so the sky fills
the top two thirds. If the ground is the most interesting, position the sky so that it is only the top third.
Remember you can also shoot landscapes in portrait orientation if that helps the composition. Some people don’t
want to follow things like the rule of thirds, but until your
photographs are regularly turning out as you want them, it
is a good general approach.
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Using Layers and Foreground Interest for Better Landscape Photography . . . Continued
Camera settings
In general, for each type of landscape there will be preferred camera settings that will
make your photographs really pop. Don’t set your camera at its widest aperture for landscape photographs. You want to try to get as much of the subject of interest in focus. Using
a smaller aperture will help, but don’t go too far or you will start introducing diffraction
effects.

Use the hyperfocal distance of your aperture to your advantage and make sure you are focusing on an element in the middle ground. This will get all of your background in focus
and much of your foreground too, especially if you are using a f-stop in the range of f/8 –
f/11.
Finally, you should almost always use a tripod for landscape photography. This type of photography demands tack sharp images: achieve this by using a tripod.

Conclusion
Once you get used to this as an approach to your imagery, it will help you create better images and understand why you like some landscape images more than others.
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For Sale — Package Deal
It’s That Time (in my Life!)
For many years I have enjoyed photography and the fellowship associated with the many photo
outings. However, at this point I have found that I can not be as active as I should be for my
photography. Therefore, I feel it is time for a younger person to make use of all my SLR camera
and related “stuff”. See below for a listing of items.
SLR Camera—Nikon D300 — W/complete guide for D300 (not normal instruction manual)
Batteries—2 Nikon Batteries w/Charger
Nikon DX AF-S Zoom Lens 18-200mm f/3.5-5.6 GED VR
Tamron SP DI AF 90mm f/2.8 Macro lens 1.1

Manfrotto Tripod 190XPOB
Really Right Stuff BH 55 Ball head with quick release for D300
Nikon Speed Light SB 600 Uses AA rechargeable batteries. Includes 3 sets (12) by Enloop
Nikon Cable release MC 30 for time exposure
Wimberley Plamp for use in holding small items for close up photography
Pair of winter Lowe pro gloves
UV Filters, circular polarizer filter, numerous other filters and bracket

Photogenic Professional lighting Filters (21 inch Dia.) (White, Gold, Silver, Black and Translucent)
Compact memory Cards–5, with Card reader included
Camera Bag with multi pockets for items

I sincerely hope that someone in the Alamance Photography Club has an interest
and desire to step up to an SLR. Special pricing to APC members before listing on
EBay or Craig’s list.

Call Len Barnard at 336-270-3194 or Email—lencarole56@gmail.com
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